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“A Delicious Gift from QE2”

The primary tool the FED uses to meet its dual mandate of low unemployment
and stable prices (inflation) is the adjustment of short-term interest rates via the
FED Funds target level. As the FED raises and lowers this key overnight rate, its
level is supposed to radiate out the Yield Curve to either add or subtract from the
economy’s “Animal Spirits”.
However, as the FED Funds rate reached zero near the end of 2008, the FED
needed to dig deeper into its quiver to find additional tools to support the
economy. Thus was born the notion of Quantitative Easing whereby the FED
purchased securities well past the typical 0 to 30 day maturity to systematically
grow their balance sheet and pump longer-term liquidity into the system.
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While one can debate whether QE is a long-term inflationary event, what is
indisputable is that unless these funds circulate within the system, QE will not be
effective. This notion of “Velocity” is what underpins the classic Monetarist
equation:

M*V = P*Q = GPD
Velocity is a difficult variable to measure and is usually discovered via induction,
that is, if we know the supply of money and we know the size of the economy,
we can deduce the velocity required to balance the equation. But our focus here
is not a lesson in economics, but rather the interesting “knock on” effects from
the FED’s QE policy that has created some interesting opportunities.
The goal of QE is to lower rates to such a level that investors move their funds
out of safe Treasury bonds and into other investments, such as equities,
corporate bonds, CMBS, direct real estate, commodities, start-up business
ventures, etc. In short, any investment vehicle that will circulate funds and
increase Velocity. What follows is an investment opportunity that owes itself
almost completely to magic of QE.

Rate Differentials

All charts, unless otherwise noted, are sourced from BofA Merrill data

What undergirds all financial market analysis is the concept of “Arbitrage Free”
Forward pricing. This is the process of discounting forward (or anticipated) cash
flows at the appropriate “risk free” interest rate.
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The chart above shows the first interesting outcome of QE: For the first time
since the 1950s the Treasury Five year rate is below the current dividend yield of
the S&P 500 stock index. Moreover, depending upon the dividend growth rate
applied, it is possible that the forward dividend yield exceeds the Treasury Ten
year rate.
Why is this important ? The arbitrage free forward price of the S&P is created
via the rate differential of the dividend rate and the risk free rate. An S&P rate
above the Treasury rate creates a forward S&P price that is LOWER than the
spot price. All else equal, this makes fixed strike calls cheaper and puts more
expensive. This will become a valuable insight soon.

Elevated Long-dated Volatility
The VIX index is the benchmark measure of Implied Volatility for the stock
market. Similar to our famous MOVE Index, it is basically the Implied Volatility of
one month options on the S&P Index. Over the course of time, the VIX has
recorded an average index level of about 21 versus the slightly lower Realized
Volatility of the S&P of about 19. This 10% “premium” of Implied over Realized
is fairly standard for options across most markets. It reflects a mixture of the
non-linearity of the payout function with the fact that investors are risk averse
(as opposed to being mathematically risk neutral).
This brings us to the second risk vector that has been distorted by QE.
The VIX is a short-dated measure that captures the near term relationship of
fear versus greed. And while more famous, an equally informative risk measure
is what one might call the “Long-dated VIX”. This would be the implied Volatility
for five year and ten year expiry options on the S&P.
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One would expect both of these measures to hug closely to the Realized
Volatility of the S&P, and this was true until recently. But as the preceding chart
shows, the spread between the Implied and Realized Volatility gapped apart as
the FED cut rates to near zero in late 2008.
The proximate cause, as is often the case in trading anomalies, has to do with
regulatory accounting. As rates declined, long liability financial managers noticed
a widening spread between the future value of their assets and liabilities.
Specifically, insurance companies with equity exposure were coming close to
having too little regulatory capital under stress conditions. Without digressing
into actuarial science, suffice it to say that as rates declined, insurance
companies had to either add duration or reduce equity exposure. Since buying
thirty year bonds with a 3%-handle was not a career enhancing proposition, they
chose to reduce their equity exposure via the purchase of long-dated put
options. This accounting need had to be satisfied, almost without regard to the
fact they were paying an Implied Volatility of over 30% while long-dated realized
Volatility has rarely exceeded 22%.

More interesting still was the fact that even as long-dated S&P Volatility rose by
over 75% from mid-2007 to late-2010, the positive spread between Ten year
expiries and Five year expires was unchanged. This is highly unusual. In most
markets, the shorter-dated “gamma” options lead the longer-dated “Vega”
options as Implieds rise and fall. As such, similar to Yield and Credit Curves, this
risk vector should invert at the highs and steepen at the lows. As shown in the
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above chart, even with Implieds reaching new historic highs this spread
remained anomalously positively sloped.

The Opportunity
The best investment ideas are often the most simple. Here, we are transparently
presented with the twin anomalies of a lower forward price for the large and
liquid S&P index as well as long-dated options based upon this index trading
nearly 50% above Realized Volatility. Even a novice could recognize that the
trade is to buy the S&P in forward space and then sell a long-dated call option
against it. Basically, a standard “Buy Write”. Unfortunately, executing this trade
as a package of vanilla derivatives is problematic for many investors. The
booking, accounting and margining involved can make this trade unpleasant for
even the most sophisticated accounts.
As a superior alternative, one can invest in a Structured Note issued by a large
Financial Institution that has these two risks transparently embedded.
In a nutshell: One pays $100 today for a 10 Year Structured Note (ARN) which
pays no coupon.

In ten years, if the S&P is 10% lower, you receive $90. If the S&P is 20% lower,
you receive $80. You lose one for one on the downside. However, if the S&P is
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up 10%, you receive $180. If it is up 20%, you receive $260. You participate
on an eight to one basis up to a total 220% return (a $320 final return). As
such, your maximum return occurs if the S&P rises by 27.5% over ten years.
This is not too much higher than the inflation rate in nominal terms.
Because all cash-flows are embedded into the note, if the upper cap level is
reached, one would earn a 12.3% annually compounded return, if held to
maturity, over a decade.
How many other diversified and transparent investments can produce a
compounded return over 12% for a decade ? Not many is the answer.
There are risks that you must fully appreciate.
1) You are taking issuer holding company credit risk;
2) This registered MTN issue will not be highly liquid;
3) The 8 to 1 leverage is terminal, not current. As such, in the early years,
you will not realize the terminal return profile;
4) There are risk components other than just the S&P level. [These “second
order” risks should be discussed with your advisor.]
That said, there should be a place in every portfolio for this type of investment.
To be clear, there is no magic here and the firm is working for a fair underwriting
spread. This opportunity is strictly a function of:
1)
2)
3)
4)

The inversion of the S&P dividend rate to the Treasury rate;
An extremely elevated Implied Volatility level for long-dated options;
A relatively wide issuer funding spread;
No margin calls despite being functionally short options.

Finally, do not underestimate the value of compounding your return. There are
plenty high yielding investments that toss off a lot of cash in the early years.
However, the inability to re-invest those cash flows at a similar rate effectively
collapses your long-term total return. The true beauty of this Structured Note is
the complete embedding of the risk vectors to create a true IRR investment
vehicle.
As they say: “Don’t fight the FED”. Enjoy the gifts that QE is offering !!
Harley S. Bassman
BofA Merrill US Rates Trading
Written October 12, 2010
Published December 6, 2010
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Important Information Concerning Trading Strategists and Desk Analysts
Trading desk analysis or materials ("Trading Strategy") has been prepared by a member of the trading desk who supports underwriting, sales and trading activities.
Trading Strategy is provided for information purposes only and is not a solicitation or offer for the purchase or sale of any security or other financial instrument. Any decision to
purchase or subscribe for securities in any offering must be based solely on existing public information on such security or financial instrument or the information in the prospectus
or other offering document issued in connection with such offering and not on this document. Trading Strategy prepared by desk analysts is based on publicly available
information with the exception of information regarding BofA's own positions in securities and financial instruments. Facts and ideas in Trading Strategy have not been reviewed
by and may not reflect information known to professionals in other business areas of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated, Bank of America, N.A., Banc of
America Limited or any of their affiliates (collectively, "BofA"), including investment banking personnel. Although information has been obtained from and is based on sources
believed to be reliable, we do not guarantee its accuracy, and it may be incomplete or condensed. All opinions, projections and estimates constitute the judgment of the person
providing the information as of the date communicated by such person and are subject to change without notice. Prices also are subject to change without notice. Neither BofA nor
any officer or employee of BofA accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential damages or losses arising from any use of Trading Strategy.
FOR U.K. CUSTOMERS: Trading Strategy is a Marketing Communication under the rules of the UK Financial Services Authority ("FSA Rules") and falls within the
definition of non-independent research under the FSA Rules. This document has been prepared for market professionals meaning persons who have professional experience in
matters relating to investments falling within the meaning of Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 without regard to your
particular circumstances. Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to such persons and any decision to purchase or sell a security is
made by you independently without reliance on us. Persons who do not have professional experience in matters relating to investments should not use this document. This
document is not being held out as being impartial in relation to the activities of our trading desks. It has not been prepared in accordance with U.K. legal requirements designed to
promote the independence of investment research and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. This transmission is
confidential; intended only for the use of the addressee named above and should not be forwarded. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient you are hereby
notified that any dissemination, distribution, copying, or other use of the Trading Strategy is strictly prohibited.
FOR U.S. CUSTOMERS: Trading Strategy is NOT a research report under U.S. law and is NOT a product of a fixed income research department of BofA. It is provided to you
without regard to your particular circumstances, and any decision to purchase or sell a security or financial instrument is made by you independently without reliance on us.
Important Conflicts Disclosures
Investors should be aware that BofA engages or may engage in the following activities, which present conflicts of interest:

•
•

•
•
•

The person distributing Trading Strategy may have previously provided any ideas and strategies discussed in it to BofA's traders who may already have acted on
them.
BofA does and seeks to do business with the companies referred to in Trading Strategy. BofA and its respective officers, directors, partners and employees,
including persons involved in the preparation or issuance of Trading Strategy (subject to company policy), may from time to time maintain a long or short position
in, or purchase or sell a position in, hold or act as market-makers or advisors, brokers or commercial and/or investment bankers in relation to the financial
instruments discussed in currency or rates Trading Strategy or in securities (or related securities, financial instruments, options, warrants, rights or derivatives), of
companies mentioned in Trading Strategy or be represented on the board of such companies. For securities or financial instruments recommended by a member of
the foreign exchange department in which BofA is not a market maker, BofA usually provides bids and offers and may act as principal in connection with
transactions involving such securities or financial instruments. BofA may engage in transactions in a manner that is inconsistent with or contrary to any
recommendations made in Trading Strategy.
Trading desk analysts or strategists who prepare Trading Strategy are compensated based on, among other things, the profitability of BofA's sales and trading
activity in securities or financial instruments of the relevant asset class, its fixed income division and its overall profitability.
The person who prepares Trading Strategy and his or her household members are not permitted to own the securities or financial instruments mentioned.
BofA, through different analysts and strategists or its debt research department, may have issued, and may in the future issue, other Trading Strategy that is
inconsistent with, and reaches different conclusions from the information presented from the subject Trading Strategy as a consequence of the different time
horizons, other assumptions, views and analytical methods of the persons who prepared them and BofA is under no obligation to bring them to the attention of
recipients of the subject Trading Strategy.

FOR U.K. CUSTOMERS: We have a policy and organisational and administrative arrangements to manage these and other conflicts of interest arising in our business in
accordance with the FSA Rules.
Trading Strategy is distributed in the U.S. by Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated, member FINRA and SIPC. Trading Strategy is distributed in Europe by Banc of
America Securities Limited ("BASL"), a wholly owned subsidiary of Bank of America, N.A. BASL is a member of the London Stock Exchange and is authorized and regulated by
the Financial Services Authority.
© 2010 Bank of America Corporation
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